STEWARD TRAINING

Click on a title below to register or click here to view the TNG training calendar.

1. STEWARD BASICS
   Review the roles stewards play in our union and the best practices for having effective organizing conversations.

2. A WORKPLACE ORGANIZER
   Discuss how stewards maintain effective union structures and assess power in their workplace.

3. A COMMUNICATOR AND EDUCATOR
   Learn how stewards drive the exchange of information and uphold an organizing culture throughout their union.

4. A PROBLEM SOLVER
   Outline how stewards turn workplace issues into organizing issues, then practice planning and evaluating collective action.

5. A UNION REPRESENTATIVE
   Build confidence in asserting your rights and contract, then role-play through Weingarten and grievance meetings.

6. ANTI-HARASSMENT WORKSHOP
   Join the effort to improve our readiness for, and response to, harassment in our workplaces and union.